Kitchen Installation Guide

Welcome to your Unfitted Kitchen Instructions & Fitting Guide.
!

Please read through the fitting guide thoroughly prior to fitting.

!

This guide is designed to help you plan and fit your kitchen easily and accurately.

!

Our cabinets are often very heavy so for your own safety please do not attempt to lift them by
yourself.
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Levelling
It is very important to ensure that all cabinets are
level and true. Time spent levelling is critical to a
successful kitchen fit.
All our doors and drawers are fitted into the frames
using jigs to ensure that they fit true and square. If
the cabinets are not completely level, doors and
drawers will not open and close without catching on
the outer frame.
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All base cabinets with plinths ordered are supplied with height adjustable feet that can be easily adjusted.
The feet can be adjusted directly by hand from the exterior of the cabinet.
Where open plinths have been specified, it may be necessary to insert tapered furniture wedges. A number
of these will have been included within the order.
Time spent adjusting the cabinets until they are perfectly level side to side and front to back will result in all
the doors and drawers clearing the frame when closed.

Base Cabinet Installation
Before you begin, the floor surface should be level and fully finished. This is the most reliable way of
achieving a good fit. If you install a floor surface afterwards, there will be a lot of scribing around posts, etc.,
and you may well find that there is insufficient clearance for appliances (or they are jammed in place and
cannot be removed for servicing).
Level cabinets & set height to 860mm from the floor at the lowest point in the room (using a long spirit
level).
The front face of the cabinet should be 600mm from the wall in most installations (custom sized cabinets
will be generally be 20mm shallower than the countertop over). Please note that there is a void behind
cabinets to allow for services. This distance may change depending on the shape and angle of the wall,
pipework or the countertop depth that will be fitted. A good method of doing this is to mark a line where
the front face of the cabinets should be, and then working to that datum.
Cabinets may be attached to the rear wall using brackets and suitable wall fixings (not supplied).
Fit base end panels at the end of runs when adjacent to built under appliances using brackets and suitable
wall fixings (not supplied).
For uneven floors it may be necessary to scribe the plinth.

The Installation Process
Before any installation commences ensure that all the plumbing and electric services are in the correct
positions (e.g. there is hot and cold water and waste pipe to the rear of the sink cabinet).
If you are working to a central point (e.g. positioning the sink to the centre of a window), commence with
this cabinet or combination first.
Installation can now commence:
1. Place the cabinet as near to its final location as possible.
2. Raise the entire cabinet & set height to 860mm from the floor at the lowest point in the room.
3. Continue to raise and lower each foot until the cabinet is completely level. This will need to be checked
with a spirit level along the cabinets length and depth.
4. You may find that you have to go back and forth between legs several times.
5. Levelling each cabinet fully is key to ensuring doors and drawers open and close freely throughout the life
of the kitchen.
After the sink cabinet has been levelled, holes can be cut for the plumbing and electrical services (the rear
panel of the sink cabinet is removable so that you can access pipes and cut holes for them).
If a dishwasher is to be installed, don't forget to cut a hole for the cold water feed, waste pipe and power
supply.
6. Carry on installing each combination or cabinet.
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Built-Under Appliances
If you are installing an integrated appliance (e.g. dishwasher or built-under fridge), you will then need to fit
the top rails above it. If you are installing a freestanding appliance, you may not be able to fit the top rails
due to lack of space depending on the appliance height. If no rails are fitted, you will need to ensure that
there is sufficient room for any appliance being installed, along with some wriggle room to get it in and out
(e.g. 595mm appliance will need a 600mm gap). If an end post and side return panel are being installed next
to an appliance they will need to be attached to the rear wall and floor to secure in position. Depending
upend the shape and angle of the wall, this panel may need to be scribed.
Fillers - Adjacent to Cookers
20mm wide recessed (dark grey) filler panels are fitted between cabinets and cookers. They are fitted to
give a more balanced appearance with equal countertop overhang at each end. The gap will also prevent the
cabinet from getting too hot.
Fillers - Between Cabinets and Walls
Filler panels are recommended when cabinets are installed next to a return or projecting wall to stop dust,
etc., collecting and to give a neat, tidy finish. Filler panels are generally 50mm wide and need to be scribed to
the shape of the wall. We recommend fitting skirting boards after the filler panel has been cut and fitted
because it makes a neater and quicker job.
Corner Cabinets
If a corner cabinet has a return, we supply the return post loose so that the cabinet can be adjusted to fill
any space along the cabinet run. Re recommend fitting the post to the adjacent return cabinet first.
Sinks - Belfast with Timber Countertop
If you are installing a Belfast sink with the front exposed, you will need to measure the cut out in the
countertop to determine how far forward the sink needs to be positioned. As a general guide, we normally
allow the same overhang over the sink on the rear and sides.
Before placing the countertop in its final position, ensure that you fit the taps to it along with flexi-tails (not
supplied) to ensure easy connection to the water supply. Please Note:
1.

Belfast sinks are never absolutely square and there is likely to be a small gap between the cabinets
and the sink return sides.

2.

The rails onto which the sink rests are likely to need cutting to allow the sink waste fittings to be
connected to the sink.

3.

There will always be a gap between the sink and countertop. This will need filling with a high
quality, non-mould, proprietary silicone sealant. The same sealant can be used to fill any gap
between the sink and countertop.

Sinks - Belfast with Granite or Composite Countertop
If you are installing a Belfast sink with the front exposed, you can determine the position the sink (front to
back only) and decide how much overhang there is to the front on the sink. Please remember that if its too
far back you will see the exposed side returns of the ceramic sink after the countertop has been fitted.
Granite tops are template after the cabinets have been installed. Please confirm with the templaters where
you prefer the taps to be positioned.
They will install fit the taps onto the granite and seal the sink in. They will not plumb in the sink and taps.
Sinks - Under-mounted Sink with Timber Countertop
If you are installing an under-mounted, you will need to measure the cut out in the countertop to determine
the position of the sink within the cabinet. As a general guide, we normally allow the same overhang over
the bowl(s) on the all sides.
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Before placing the countertop in its final position, ensure that you fit the taps to it along with flexi-tails (not
supplied) to ensure easy connection to the water supply. Please Note:
1.

The rails onto which the sink rests are likely to need cutting to allow the sink waste fittings to be
connected to the sink.

2.

There will always be a gap between the sink and countertop. This will need filling with a high
quality, non-mould, proprietary silicone sealant. The same sealant can be used to fill any gap
between the sink and countertop.

Sinks - Under-mounted Sink with Granite or Composite Countertop
If you are installing an under-mounted sink with the front exposed, you can determine the position the sink
within the cabinet and decide how much countertop there will be to the front of the sink. We recommend
that the inside of the bowl is 60mm from the rear of the cabinet frame to give a granite top 100mm wide.
Granite tops are template after the cabinets have been installed. Please confirm with the templaters where
you prefer the taps to be positioned.
They will install fit the taps onto the granite and seal the sink in. They will not plumb in the sink and taps.
Sinks – Inset Sinks
If you are installing an inset sink we will have cut the hole out for you (unless otherwise requested). If you
are fitting granite or composite countertops, the templaters will ask you how far forward to back you wish
to position the sink.
Please follow the sink manufacturers installation instructions when fitting the sink
Taps
We recommend that you purchase flexi-tails to connect the taps to the hot and cold water supply. Most of
our taps have 3/4" BSP Male inlet connections.

Drawer Adjustment
Drawer adjustment is normally required after initial installation or if heavy items have been placed in the
drawer.
Pull the red handles ‘C’ to release the drawer. To insert the drawer, fully extend both sets of runners, place
the drawer into the runners and gently push the drawer back into the frame. When you hear the drawer
runners click into place, it is locked into position.
Rotate the circular nut ‘B’ on both sides simultaneously to adjust the left-right position of the drawer.
Rotate the circular nut ‘A’ to adjust the up-down position of the drawer.
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Timber Countertops
Wood is a natural product that can be affected by heat and humidity. It can gain and lose moisture before,
during and after installation. For example, wood expands when it is warm or the humidity level is high and
contracts during colder periods or when the humidity level drops. When this occurs, it is possible for it to
cause bowing or warping.
This leaflet is designed to give you all the information you require to install and care for your solid timber
countertop, and in order for you to keep it in pristine condition. We suggest you spend a short time reading
through this leaflet before you start, as some recommendations are required throughout the installation
process.
Storage
We recommend that all countertops are oiled immediately upon receipt. Installation should be carried out
as soon as possible after delivery. However if storage is necessary the countertops must be laid flat and fully
supported. Countertops must not be placed directly onto the floor, instead separate the floor and the
countertop with battens. Battens must also be used to separate multiple countertops stored together.
Make sure the storage area is indoors, has a stable humidity, and will not be subject to extremes of
temperature.
Installation precautions
When positioning the countertop you must allow a 2mm gap between all countertop edges and any adjacent
walls or units (particularly between the back of the countertop and the wall). This will allow the countertop
to expand and contract with the humidity of the kitchen without causing damage.
Trimming and Scribing to Walls
Walls in homes are invariably not straight or at true right angles. Therefore, a certain amount of trimming
and scribing to the shape of the wall will be necessary after the cabinets have been fitted into place. There is
no fixed sequence for installing countertops as all kitchen designs are different. Countertop mitres are
sometimes pre-cut if the walls appear to be at right angles. We recommend using a professional kitchen
fitter or carpenter who has specialist equipment for installing the countertops.
Fixing
You must drill an oversized hole (8-10mm) through the top of the carcass and secure the countertop using
a larger washer and screw. This will allow the work surface to slide over the washer in case of any possible
expansion or shrinkage.
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When fixing countertops to the side support posts, for example, you must only use slotted angle brackets.
A round head screw must be used to fix the bracket. It is important that the you use the slot that runs at
perpendicular to the width (across and not parallel with the grain).

IMPORTANT: Do not screw through the carcass directly into the countertop. Do not use fixing blocks to
secure. Do not use any countertop fixing methods other than those recommended here.
We recommend that countertops are fitted with an upstand where necessary to cover the expansion gap.
The upstand must be fixed to the wall and NOT the countertop. The upstand will cover the gap and hide
any possible shrinkage that may occur.
NOTE: An upstand is not required where tiling or silicone will cover the expansion gap.
Care and Maintenance
Lacquered Finish - This finish will require no regular maintenance but you are recommended to wipe off any
liquids immediately (some liquids retain acids that will burn into the lacquer if left for any period of time).
Ensure that you do not cut directly onto the countertop because if the lacquer is scored, the seal will be
broken and liquids can penetrate the wood.

Granite & Composite Countertops
Granite and composite countertops are extremely hardwearing but do require a certain amount of
maintenance with proprietary cleaners available from major supermarkets.

Wall Cabinet Installation
We use two different fixing methods for wall cupboards:
1) Metal brackets screwed to the wall with hangers fitted to cabinet - measure up the wall brackets
ensuring that they are fitted level, hang the wall cabinet and adjust the internal fixings.
2) Timber panel – a timber panel is screwed to the wall, ensuring that it is level, hang the wall cabinet
to and screw it to the panel.
As with the base cabinets, it is very important to ensure that all cabinets are level and true. Time spent
levelling is critical to a successful kitchen fit.
All the doors are fitted into the frames using jigs to ensure that they fit true and square. If the cabinets are
not completely level, the doors will not open and close without catching on the outer frame.
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Handles and Knobs
Fitting the handles is a key step in finishing the look of a kitchen cabinet. It is very important that they are
fitted correctly as it is very hard to correct poor positioning. Below are recommendations for positioning
handles for the classic look.
Single handle drawers
Handles should be fitted after the kitchen cabinets have been installed. The first drawer handle position
should be measured and fitted centrally in both vertically and horizontally. Subsequent drawer handles
should be fitted relative to the first drawer. The vertical position of the handles should be made using a
spirit level or measured depending on the particular layout of handles.
When drilling the drawer front for the handle screw, care should be taken to use a suitable drill bit and
speed so the wood is not damaged at the back of the hole. For a perfect result hold a piece of wood onto
the back of the drawer front while drilling from the front.
Double handle drawers (recommended for drawers more than 450mm wide)
Handles should be fitted after the kitchen cabinets have been installed. The first drawer handle position
should be measured and fitted vertically with equal spacing from the left hand end and right hand each of
each respective handle or knob.
The distance from each end of the drawer to the drawer handles or knobs should be carefully considered as
the distance between the handles and knobs can be small on narrower drawer. Though down to individual
taste, we recommend calculating the space from the left hand end and right hand each of drawer to be
identical.
Subsequent drawer handles should be fitted relative to the first drawer. The vertical position of the handles
should be made using a spirit level or measured depending on the particular layout of handles.
When drilling the drawer front for the handle screw, care should be taken to use a suitable drill bit and
speed so the wood is not damaged at the back of the hole. For a perfect result hold a piece of wood onto
the back of the drawer front while drilling from the front.
Doors
Handles can be placed in numerous positions within the door frame. Please refer to suggestions overleaf.

Touching Up & Repainting
Your kitchen has been painted using water based eggshell paint. Two undercoat and two top coats are
applied. The two undercoat and the first top coat are sprayed. The final top coat is hand painted with a
brush
Please note that it is necessary to remove the cabinet doors, drawers fronts and all hardware before you
begin painting.
In order to get a perfect finish to your kitchen, we recommend lightly rubbing down with a fine, high quality
glass paper and then applying two undercoats and two top coats of eggshell paint.
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Suggested Handle & Knob Positions

Standard Wall Cupboards

Full Height Base Cupboards

Drawer Base Cabinets
(drawers less than 450mm wide)

Drawer Base Cabinets
(drawers more than 450mm wide)

Tall Wall Cupboards

Pull Out Door Base Cupboards

Deep Drawer Base Cabinets
(drawers more than 450mm wide)

Dresser Top Cupboards

Sink Base Cupboards
(with pull out doors and internal drawer)

Dishwasher & Pull Out Fridge

Dresser Breakfast Cupboards

Door & Drawer Base Cupboards

Larder Cupboards

© unfitted ltd. 2013
2012

Care & Maintenance
Painted Cabinets
Your painted furniture is manufactured from a combination of solid Tulip wood and Birch veneered MDF
board. This gives the cabinets great strength and stability. Over time the cabinets moisture content will
adjust to suit the ambient humidity of the room they are placed in. This means that the cabinet may move
with some minor hairline cracking as it stabilises in this environment. This will not affect the structure of
your furniture in any way.
The cabinets are hand painted with 4 coats of water based eggshell paint. The hand painting process is used
to give the natural feel of the brush strokes in the surface of the paint. This water based paint is
manufactured using organic pigments, which give a very natural deep colour. These natural paint batches can
vary slightly in tone from one batch to the next. For repainting any WATER BASED eggshell paint may be
used.
All our furniture is designed to last the test of time, and give years of enjoyable use. However in extreme
household environments where hairline cracks have appeared on some joints due to very low humidity, it
can occasionally be necessary to over-paint after 6 months to ensure a long term perfect finish.

Contact Information
Any questions, please do not hesitate to call or email us on:
Tel: 01608 650065
Email: info@unfitted.co.uk

This document is meant as a guide only and does not form a part of any contract.
We are continuously updating our products so reserve the right to amend without notice.
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